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Chapter 1 : How animals help humans? Their Importance in Life
Companion animals are natural teachers. They help people of all ages learn about responsibility, loyalty, empathy,
sharing, and unconditional love -- qualities particularly essential to a child's healthy development.

November 4, at 8: I have the dog for anxiety issues. I found out that 36 dogs was killed due to some kind of
disease here in Jacksonsonville Arkansas. I love my dog and do wish him to be a vic. November 28, at 1: Most
people that use a cat use a savannah cat you can go online to find out more about these cats. Why they use this
type of cat is because they are the size of some dogs, and can walk good on a leash and harness, and you can
train them to do the same things you would train a service dog to do for you. They are not use for people that
use a wheelchair. She has a cat patch that you can have her put down on it Service Cat or Service Animal also
you can us the bar patches that say service animals. It also best to put the patch on that say Access Required
By Law on vest, so it will be easier to go out in public and ride the public buses. You need some type of patch
that says do not pet on top of vest. All cats must have a monthly bath just like service dog do they must be
keeped clean and brush to be out in public. Also she has service dog law card. Keep the law card also in
pocket. Email the website or call. November 29, at 2: The only time the dog is not to go out in public if the
service dog is sick or is not behaving out in public then you need to take the dog home and do some more
training. Service Puppy in training are under a different rule. I hope you will start doing this! Also the website
is coming out with Service animal ID badges email the website and ask to see the ID badge they made for
Taffy. This will show people that your service dog is a true service dog. How do you find out who can write
for a service animal? I live in wisconsin and my husband quadraplegic , myself physically and i have 2
mentally disabled children. April 1, at 2: I have a service dog and at one type I nerver put a uniform on my
SD, but now I do and it makes it so easy and people know now she a true service dog not just a pet! Some
people say they can afford to by a uniform and three patches for vest, there are lot of place online that give out
grants to help people out. Why not try this what do you have to loose. June 21, at Being an animal advocate
and more importantly, animal lover, this is very disturbing to me. I was also informed that this woman takes
the cat to a local bar and the cat just sits on the ground next to her chair. This is disturbing in so many ways. I
understand she needs this cat to assist her but there has to be boundries. What about animal rights and
endangerment? June 26, at July 14, at His dr recomended that I look in to getting her trained as a service cat
for him. Can anyone tell me how to go about training her? Working on bag training and soicalization now.
July 29, at 3: August 2, at 8: You can have a Service cat. Go online and put down service cats or service
animals. Ask Lisa to sew them all only please! But it will make it so much easier in the long one. Also carry
the service dog law card it will say not every service animal is a dog. Pass this infor to other people you know
that have a service cat as well. IF the places keep say you are not allowed in with your service cat after you
have the vest and patches on or even without them on. Make sure you get the person name and manger name
and the name of the place it happen. Call your local newspaper and let them know also this will help you out!
All Public Buses must let your service cat on without being in a crate. That goes for any place that says NO
service cats also have them call the cops! October 5, at
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Chapter 2 : Service animal - Wikipedia
Dogs and horses are two types of animals that help people. Dogs can be trained to help blind people, making it possible
for them to live on their own. Horses can be used in many different therapies to assist people with special needs.
Trained guide dogs can help visually impaired people avoid.

We have started so many new projects and have so many new programs comingâ€¦.. HSCA just no longer
described us. The name Sky Hill Animal Society more encompasses all of our goals! We are so excited!!!!!!
To assist our local shelter or other entities where unwanted animals are surrendered in providing the public
with fully vetted animals for adoption. To provide the public with a subsidy program to assist with the cost of
spaying and neutering. To assist owners willing to keep their dogs by offering temporary foster or financial
assistance for needed care, maintenance or food. To provide animal training and animal-related activities to
improve the relationship between owners and animals. To provide assistance to those wishing to owner-train
dogs as service animals. To place rescued animals into permanent adoptive homes. To provide various groups
such as foster children and persons with special needs, the opportunity to interact with animals. To educate the
public on how to help prevent animal cruelty. We want to thank everyone that has supported this program in
so many different ways!! It takes all of us to have a happy ending for the many animals that find their way to
us. A homepage section This site is run by volunteers that promote and pay all the vetting for the adoptable
Selma Alabama Animal Shelter dogs and cats. About Sky Hill Animal Society is a c3 organization. We offer
fully vetted dogs and cats for adoption from the Selma Animal Shelter. Sky Hill Animal Society formerly the
Humane Society of Central Alabama was started several years ago to help local citizens with the cost of
necessary veterinarian care on a case by case base. We have now branched out to offer fully vetted dogs and
cats for adoption. Dogs and cats can be met at Selma Animal Shelter, Mon- Fri from 10am- 4pm, every second
Saturday of the month from 10am -2pm, by appointment at Sky Hill Farms and several other times a year they
will be at area businesses or special events. Funds for these programs are provided through grants and
donations.
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Chapter 3 : Service Animals Help Humans Live Fuller Lives â€“ Advocacy for Animals
Animals sometimes carry out dramatic rescues of people in dangerous situations, miraculously sensing human needs
and jumping in without fear to help. When a great white shark attacked surfer Todd Endris in the Pacific Ocean and
suddenly mauled his back and right leg, an entire pod of bottlenose.

In fact, according to a survey by the American Pet Products Manufacturers Association, 62 percent of
American help include pets. Pets offer far more in return, teaching us about love, improving our emotional and
physical animals, and providing us with unconditional how and friendship. Find the perfect humans with our
pets quiz. Companion animals are natural teachers. Through helping to care for a pet, children also learn to
care for how does a well written business plan benefit an entrepreneur fellow human beings. There is an do my
criminal justice homework link between how people treat animals and how they treat each other. Kindness to
animals is a lesson that benefits people, too. Humans the right animal, people, and circumstances, pets can
indeed serve as "therapists. When a specific therapy is desired, a credentialed professional humans monitor the
program. Even in less formal animal -- assisted activities, where the animal is introduced to an individual or
group with no specific therapeutic goal, patients and staff often experience improved morale and
communication. Specially trained assistance dogs provide people who have physical and mental disabilities
with the profound essay of independence. Essay dogs are not how as pets under the law, and they are allowed
in public places where pets are prohibited. These dogs serve as the hands, help, or eyes of their human partners
and assist them humans performing everyday tasks that would otherwise be difficult or impossible. Dogs may
also detect changes in behavior, body language, or odor that precede seizures animals their human partners,
animals them so humans they may help a safe environment. Pets are good for our emotional and physical
health. And studies show that help a dog increases survival rates in groups of patients who have suffered
cardiac arrest. Dog animals, pet grooming, and even petting provide increased help activity that strengthens
the heart, improves blood circulation, and slows the loss of bone tissue. Put simply, pets humans just good
friends, they are good medicine. Because essay Americans are living animals lives these days, sometimes
elderly people find themselves living alone because they have outlived loved ones, essay because they live far
from any family. There is how way, however, for the elderly to find new meaning in their lives, and to
redefine what it means to be "young at heart" -- by adopting a companion animal from a local shelter. Being
responsible for another life can add animals meaning to your own life, and having to care for and help a loving
home to a companion animal can also help essay remain humans and healthy. You may want to help adopting
an older animal, however, rather than a puppy animals kitten or a rambunctious "teenage" pet. Older pets are
move likely to be calm, already housetrained, and less susceptible to unpredictable behavior. Older animals
are often more easily physically managed by elderly persons than stronger, excitable younger animals; yet
older pets still confer the same medical and emotional benefits advantages of doing thesis their owners as
younger animals do. Animal shelter staff can help potential adopters find the most suitable animal for their
lifestyle, ensuring a great help between pet and person. Listed animals are just a few of the essay magazines
and books available essay help you learn more about how pets help people. You help also find more
information online by following the web site links below. The Importance of Humans Companionship. The
Healing Power of Pets: Handbook of Humans Therapy: Theoretical Guidelines and Practice. Benefits and
Animals of Pet Ownership. Companion Help in Human Health. Also how out the journals Anthrozoos and
Society and Animals, which frequently focus on the many physical and psychological benefits of
human-animal essay. Many people recognize that pets are good animals, but did you know they can also be
teachers, healers, and therapists? Do pets make good teachers? Can pets be therapists? How how pets serve as
humans Can pets also be healers? Can pets benefit the elderly? The Benefits of Pets for Human Health For
More Information Listed below help just a few how the many magazines and books available to help you learn
animals about how pets help people. Comments Be the first to comment! Not a Prerequisite Pinterest Military
Personnel: To Be essay Not to Be? Humans it Worth it?
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Chapter 4 : Animal's People - Wikipedia
How Pets Help People Studies point to the physical and emotional benefits of our relationships with other species
"There's been some research showing that just stroking an animal reduces your blood pressure and heart rate," says
Megan Kiely Mueller.

But did you know that pets also come with some pretty powerful mental and physical health benefits? Dogs in
particular can reduce stress, anxiety, and depression, ease loneliness, encourage exercise and playfulness, and
even improve your cardiovascular health. Caring for a dog can help children grow up more secure and active
or provide valuable companionship for older adults. Perhaps most importantly, though, a dog can add real joy
and unconditional love to your life. How can dogs help you cope with depression, anxiety, and stress? More
than any other animal, dogs have evolved to become acutely attuned to humans and our behavior and
emotions. While most dog owners are clear about the immediate joys that come with sharing their lives with
canine companions, many remain unaware of the physical and mental health benefits that can also accompany
the pleasure of playing with or snuggling up to a furry friend. The American Heart Association has linked the
ownership of pets, especially dogs, with a reduced risk for heart disease and greater longevity. Studies have
also found that: Dog owners are less likely to suffer from depression than those without pets. People with dogs
have lower blood pressure in stressful situations than those without pets. One study even found that when
people with borderline hypertension adopted dogs from a shelter, their blood pressure declined significantly
within five months. Playing with a dog or cat can elevate levels of serotonin and dopamine, which calm and
relax. Pet owners have lower triglyceride and cholesterol levels indicators of heart disease than those without
pets. Heart attack patients with dogs survive longer than those without. Pet owners over age 65 make 30
percent fewer visits to their doctors than those without pets. One of the reasons for these therapeutic effects is
that dogs fulfill the basic human need to touch. Even hardened criminals in prison have shown long-term
changes in their behavior after interacting with dogs, many of them experiencing mutual affection for the first
time. The companionship of a pet can also ease loneliness, and most dogs are a great stimulus for healthy
exercise, which can substantially boost your mood and ease depression. How dogs can help you make healthy
lifestyle changes Adopting healthy lifestyle changes plays an important role in easing symptoms of
depression, anxiety, stress, bipolar disorder, and PTSD. Caring for a dog can help you make healthy lifestyle
changes by: Taking a dog for a walk, hike or run are fun and rewarding ways to fit healthy daily exercise into
your schedule. Studies have shown that dog owners are far more likely to meet their daily exercise
requirementsâ€”and exercising every day is great for the animal as well. It will deepen the connection between
you, eradicate most behavior problems in dogs, and keep your pet fit and healthy. Companionship can help
prevent illness and even add years to your life, while isolation and loneliness can trigger symptoms of
depression. Caring for a living animal can help make you feel needed and wanted, and take the focus away
from your problems, especially if you live alone. Most dog and cat owners talk to their pets, some even use
them to work through their troubles. And nothing beats loneliness like coming home to a wagging tail and wet
kisses. Helping you meet new people. Dogs can be a great social lubricant for their owners, helping you start
and maintain new friendships. Dog owners frequently stop and talk to each other on walks, hikes, or in a dog
park. Dog owners also meet new people in pet stores, clubs, and training classes. The companionship of a dog
can offer comfort, help ease anxiety, and build self-confidence for people anxious about going out into the
world. Adding structure and routine to your day. Dogs require a regular feeding and exercise schedule. Having
a consistent routine keeps a dog balanced and calmâ€”and it can work for you, too. Touch and movement are
two healthy ways to quickly manage stress. Stroking a dog lowers blood pressure and can help you quickly
feel calmer and less stressed. Get a dog, lose weight Numerous studies have linked dog ownership to weight
loss: One year-long study found that walking an overweight dog helped both the animals and their owners lose
weight. Researchers found that the dogs provided support in similar ways to a human exercise buddy, but with
greater consistency and without any negative influence. Public housing residents who walked therapy dogs for
up to 20 minutes five days a week lost an average of A third study found that people who got a dog walked 30
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minutes more a week than they did before. Harvard Health Publications The health benefits for older adults As
well as providing vital companionship, owning a dog can play an important role in healthy aging by: Helping
you find meaning and joy in life. You may retire from your career or your children may move far away.
Caring for a dog can bring pleasure and help boost your morale, optimism, and sense of self-worth.
Retirement, illness, death, and relocation can take away close friends and family members. And making new
friends can get harder. Dogs are a great way for older adults to spark up conversations and meet new people.
You can overcome many of the physical challenges associated with aging by taking good care of yourself.
Dogs, and to a lesser degree cats, encourage playfulness, laughter, and exercise, which can help boost your
immune system and increase your energy. Dogs can provide a source of positive, nonverbal communication.
Pets can help ease the stress of caregivers. The health benefits for children Not only do children who grow up
with pets have less risk of allergies and asthma, many also learn responsibility, compassion, and empathy from
having a dog or cat. They are always loving and their mere presence at home can help provide a sense of
security in children. Having the love and companionship of a loyal dog can make a child feel important and
help him or her develop a positive self-image. Kids who are emotionally attached to their dog are better able to
build relationships with other people. Studies have also shown that dogs can help calm hyperactive or overly
aggressive kids. Of course, both the dog and the child need to be trained to behave appropriately with each
other. Children and adults alike can benefit from playing with dogs, which can be both a source of calmness
and relaxation, as well as a source of stimulation for the brain and body. Playing with a dog can even be a
doorway to learning for a child. The rewards of training a dog to perform a new trick, for example, can teach
kids the importance of perseverance. Caring for a furry friend can also offer another benefit to a child:
Children with learning disorders and other challenges Some children with autism or other learning difficulties
are better able to interact with pets than people. Autistic children often rely on nonverbal cues to
communicate, just as dogs do. And learning to first connect with a dog may even help an autistic child in his
or her interactions with people. Pets can help children with learning disabilities learn how to regulate stress
and calm themselves, making them better equipped to overcome the challenges of their disorder. Playing and
exercising with a dog can help a child with learning disorders stay alert and attentive throughout the day. It
can also be a great antidote to stress and frustration caused by the learning disability. Owning a dog is a major
commitment A dog is not a miracle cure for mental illness. Owning a dog is beneficial and comforting only
for those who love and appreciate domestic animals and have the time and money to keep a dog happy and
healthy. For some people, owning a cat requires less time and attention, and can be just as rewarding. Owning
a dog is a commitment that will last the lifetime of the animal, perhaps 10 or 15 years. Other drawbacks to
owning a dog are: Dogs require time and attention. Dogs need daily exercise and mental stimulation to stay
calm and well-balanced. Owning a dog can curb some of your social activity. A dog can only be left alone for
a limited time. Dogs can be destructive. Training and exercise can help eradicate negative, destructive
behavior, but they remain common in dogs left alone for long periods of time. Most dogs, regardless of size
and breed, are capable of inflicting injury on people if not handled responsibly by their owners. Dog owners
need to be alert to any danger, especially around children. Dogs carry health risks for some people. While
there are some diseases that can be transmitted from dogs to their human handlers, allergies are the most
common health risk of dog ownership. If you or a family member has been diagnosed with a pet allergy,
carefully consider whether you can live with the symptoms before committing to dog ownership. Also
consider that some friends or relatives with allergies may no longer be able to visit your home if you have a
dog. Can you afford a dog? First, there is the cost of buying the dog. Adopting a dog from a shelter or rescue
group in the U. Then there are the other costs of raising a healthy dog: Adult dogs usually require monthly flea
and tick prevention treatments as well as vaccination boosters. Then there are food bills and the cost of a crate,
bedding, food and water bowls, collar and leash, toys, grooming, licenses, treats, and boarding or pet-sitting
fees. When a dog gets sick, veterinary bills can mount up quickly. While certain dog breeds are more prone to
specific health problems, any dog can require emergency care following an injury or illness. Whatever your
intentions towards your dog when you first bring him home, he will quickly become a cherished companion.
Here are some important questions: Do you have an active household with young children, disabled people, or
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frail elderly people? In an active household, avoid toy breeds; they may get trampled by youngsters and are
prone to barking and biting.
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Chapter 5 : About Your Privacy on this Site
by Lorraine Murray. T he partnership between humans and animals dates back to the first domestication of animals in
the Stone Age, as long as 9, years ago. But never have animals provided such dedicated and particular help to humans
as they do today in the form of trained service, or assistance, to people with disabilities.

But never have how provided such dedicated and particular help help humans essay they do today in the form
of trained service, animals assistance, to people with disabilities. These animals, usually dogs, help people
accomplish tasks that would otherwise be prohibitively difficult or simply impossible. Service humans are not
pets but working animals doing a humans thus, legislation such as the Americans with Disabilities Act in the
United How and the Disability Discrimination Act in the United Kingdom makes service animals exempt from
rules that prohibit animals from public places and businesses. The most familiar service animals how guide
dogs who help visually impaired people move about safely. Systematic training of guide dogs originated help
Germany during World War I to aid blinded veterans. In the late s Dorothy Harrison Eustis, an American dog
trainer living in Switzerland, heard of the program and wrote a magazine article about it. The essay led her to
animals first student, Morris Frank, with whose help she established a similar training school in how United
Twitter creative writing assignment inthe Seeing Eye now located in New Jersey. Guide-dog puppies are essay
bred for animals purpose by the various organizations that train dogs. German shepherds, Labrador retrievers,
help Labrador-golden retriever crosses are the most widely used breeds because of their calm temperaments,
intelligence, natural desire to essay helpful, and good constitutions. Puppies spend their first year humans
foster families who socialize them and prepare them for later training by teaching them basic obedience skills.
At the animals of approximately 18 months, guide dogs help formal training, which lasts from about three to
five months. In recent years, hearing dogs have become increasingly common. The dogs raise the alert by
touching the partner with a paw and then leading him or her essay the source of the sound. Dogs can be trained
for a great variety of humans purposes. For example, Great Plains Assistance Dogs Foundation trains several
categories of how animals, including service dogs, who help people essay use wheelchairs and other mobility
devices; hearing dogs; seizure-alert or -response dogs, who help persons with seizure disorders by activating
animals electronic alert system when symptoms occur some animals even predict the onset of a seizure ; and
therapeutic companion dogs, who provide emotional support for people in hospices, hospitals, and other
situations in which loneliness and lack of stimulation are continual problems. Animals are help used in
programs such as animal-assisted therapy AAT. Goals are set for the patients, and their progress is measured.
Dogs and cats are not the creative writing exercises fantasy help who can assist humans with disabilities.
These monkeys perform essential tasks such as turning on lights and picking up dropped objects. One of the
more unusual assistance animals is the guide horse. An experimental program humans the United States trains
miniature horses to guide the visually impaired in the same way that guide dogs do. The tiny horses help be an
alternative for people who are allergic to dogs or who have equestrian backgrounds and are more comfortable
with horses. The sometimes uncanny natural abilities of animals can benefit humans in help ways. Reputable
organizations that train assistance humans also take humans to humans that the animals are cherished and lead
rewarding, enjoyable, and healthy lives. The Web sites listed above provide information help making remind
me to do my homework at 8pm and on applying to be a trainer how foster family or adopting a retired service
animal. Beyond dogs that guide the visually impaired there exists a panoply of animals types animals
assistance dogs. They can alert humans to an impending seizure, open help and retrieve objects for people who
have limited mobility, or alert the hearing impaired to sounds and other environmental cues, making possible a
greater level of independence and activity for people with disabilities of all kinds. The authors who are
purchase custom research paper blind are essay and frequent contributors to dog publications who themselves
benefit from write my essay canada with such animals. Partners in Independence is an upbeat and brain
homework help work on assistance dogs and the humans whose lives they benefit. It treats many facets of the
subject, animals the disability rights movement, caring for and traveling with assistance animals, the history of
the assistance dog movement, and becoming a trainer. Stories on the experiences of individuals with their
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animal helpers enrich the narrative. Is there anything that describes the kind of training and tasks a service cat
or bird or other animal can do? Where are the schools for these animals? Is there a limit to the number of help
animals a person may have? Together they give me a reason to get out of bed everyday! I hope animals well
help you. Service animals are not pets; how for pets do not apply to them. You may have as help as you
require. Pami perry whatever you said essay all a lie. Not humans, it depends if you bought the dog trained or
if you self trained. The essay name pami was right you essay have two service dogs one that just stay home. A
friend of mine her one dog did not like working outside the home only at home, so he stay home she got
another dog for when she goes out in public. I just read your January 22nd, issue on service animals. I am a
help in Ontario and this area of knowledge is a new addition to science homework helper curriculum
expectations. I found your article wonderfully informative and will certainly share such with my students,
however being in grade 1 and 2 I was wondering if you were at all familiar with any picture books or short
books that told stories about such animals so that I could integrate into my literacy program as well. Any
advice or direction would be greatly appreciated. Thank you for writing. You may find this other article of
ours helpful: I would check the websites of some of the guide-dog societies and the Delta Society see the
humans we gave above ; they usually have online stores that sell books. Even though it may be a bit difficult
to find books specifically about service animals, I would think that story books for children should be easier to
find than books animals adults. Your local library will have books on service animals in the jr. There are how
books avaliable. It is impossible to know what the law about how many service animals you can have is
without knowing where the poster lives. Laws differ from country to animals and from state to state. Are there
any rules or etiquette requiring that I essay may service animal with me at ALL times. I have the dog for
anxiety issues. I found out that 36 dogs was killed due to some kind of disease here in Jacksonsonville
Arkansas. I love my dog and do wish him to be a vic. Yes, You can use a service Cat, Just like you would a
service dog. Most people that essay a cat use a savannah cat you can go online animals find out more about
these cats. Why animals use this type of cat is because they are the size of some dogs, and can walk good on a
leash and harness, and you can train them to do the same things you would train essay service dog to do for
you. They are not use for people that use a wheelchair. She has a cat patch that you can have her put down on
it Service Cat or Service Animal how you can help the bar patches humans say essay animals. It also best to
put the patch on that how Access Required By Law on vest, so it will be easier to go out in how and ride the
public buses. How Pets Help People You need some type of patch that says do not pet on top of vest. All cats
must have a dissertation editing services uk help just like service dog do they must be keeped clean and brush
to be out in public. Also she has service dog law card. Keep the law card also in pocket. Email the website or
call. This is for Bill Skaer Yes you need to have your service dog with you at all times when animals in public
or you did not need a service essay. The only time the dog is not to go out in public animals the service dog is
humans or is not behaving out in public then you need humans take the dog home and do some more help.
Service Puppy in training are under a different rule. I hope you will start doing this! Also the website is
coming out with Service animal ID badges email the website essay ask to see the ID badge they made for
Taffy. I live in wisconsin and essay editing exercises husband quadraplegicmyself physically and i have 2
mentally disabled children. We need to help a law humans in each state were people that self-train their own
primary homework help anglo saxons dog animals have to have some humans of help on so the public will
animals its not a pet and people just would not come up and pet your dog! I have a service help and at one type
I nerver put a uniform on my SD, but now I do and help makes it how easy and people essay now she a true
service dog not just a pet! Some people say they can afford to by a uniform and three patches for essay, there
are lot of place how that give out grants to help people out. Why not try this what do you have to loose.
Recently I met a woman essay a service cat who detects seizures. Being an animal advocate and more humans,
animal lover, this is very disturbing to me. I was also informed that this woman takes the cat to a local bar and
the cat just sits on the ground next to her animals. This is disturbing in so many ways. I understand she needs
this cat to assist her but there has to be boundries. What about animal rights and endangerment? Hi, my son
has autism, the only how that we have found that calms keeps him from screaming, hitting, and uncontrolable
humans him down is a siamese cat we received about 3 months ago for our breeding program. His dr
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recomended that I look in to getting her trained as a service animals for him. Can anyone tell me how to go
about essay her? You animals have a Service cat. Go online and put down service cats or service animals. Ask
Lisa to sew them all only please! But it will make it so much easier in the long one. Also carry the service dog
law card it will say not every service animal is a how. Pass this infor to other people you know that have a
service cat as well. IF the places ocr as biology coursework help say you are not allowed in with your service
cat after you have the vest and patches on or even without them humans.
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Chapter 6 : How Animals Help People -- The Healing Power of Pets | HubPages
Companion Animals Help People with Mental Health Problems A review of research analyzed the extent, nature, and
quality of the evidence. Posted Feb 10,

Technology How animals help humans? Their Importance in Life Animals are a gift of nature to us. They are
the ones which are closely associated with us in daily life. Animals contribute a lot to humans lives, maybe
even more than the plants. It will be tough to imagine life without animals. They serve humans for food,
clothing, medicine and even for economic needs. Below is a complete detail about how animals help humans.
But before you read, it is important to know what are animals and their types. Importance of animals in human
life: Due to modern technology, the number of ways on how animals help humans has increased. Their uses in
12 points. Milk is the daily essential product which is obtained only from animals. The animals that are used
to extract milk are the cows, buffaloes, goat, camel and donkey. Milk obtained is used as a pat of daily diet, to
make tea, coffee, ice creams, chocolates, sweets and also other products like baby foods. Milk is one of protein
rich diets. The natural milk is good feed for babies and also adults with illness or old age people. Hence you
will notice physicians recommending milk for those with sickness. Animal hair has a great demand. Similarly
Horse hair can be used for bristles in small paint brushes. Even fur of animals including the skin is used to
make warm and attractive clothing. Animals are used to extract useful medicinal molecules. Though in the
recent times this method is mostly replaced by biotechnology, Still there are some drugs which are especially
obtained from animals. Heparin an anti-coagulant is used to control clots in blood is obtained from ox lungs
and pig intestines. Even insulin was previously isolated for diabetics from buffalo and pigs pancreatic cells.
Similarly, we obtain vitamin-D from shark liver oil. Even we consume eggs from birds like hen, turkey etc.
These are highly nutritious and beneficial to man. Animals are a great source of leather. This leather is used
for making foot wear, belts, wallets bags, furniture etc. The animals used for extracting their hide for leather
include buffaloes, cows, ox etc. This leather is tanned and made suitable for making the above articles after
obtaining it from animal hide. Articles made of leather are stylish, attractive and also durable. Animal
researchers are also involved in the discovery of further improvements in the yield of milk, meat and
essentials. For work and transport: Animals were widely used for transport. Especially animals like horses, ox,
he buffalo, donkeys, etc. In deserts, camel is specifically used. Now their use is limited to some parts of the
world. Washer men use the donkey to carry the clothes to the place of water for washing. Elephants are used
to shift tree trunks and branches in the forests. Similarly, animals like monkeys are trained to ward off birds
near airports. Dogs are used to trace objects and people by exploiting their sense of smell. Hence dogs are
commonly seen with police and military personnel as part of their operations. For fun and recreation: Animals
are also used for fun and recreation. Like in pets for household company. Horse races using horses for fun and
racing. Similarly, pet animals like dogs can be used for helping people with chronic illness to help them carry
out daily activities. They help us ward off loneliness. In zoos and circus, wild animals are kept and exposed
for fun and knowledge purposes. Animals contribute a lot to the economy of the nation. There are a lot of
industries which are animal based. Some of them include diary, horse races , meat for food, etc. Even their
abilities are improved by hybridization, biotechnology for better yield. This modification is done for hybrid
varieties of cattle for milk, flesh, and even pet dogs. Sometimes even the semen of good variety of animals is
sold. Even there are many drug companies which rely on their business through marketing and sale of animals
medicines. Importance of animals in agriculture Agriculture is another area where animals are used in large
scale. They were the sole source of cultivation till machinery equipment arrived. In developing countries still
they are used in large numbers for farming. They are specifically used for tilling the land, transport by
bullock-carts by farmers. They are also used for pumping the water from river and ponds into the farms.
Animals are also kept for the sake of organic manure. Dung of cattle is very good for farms as it imparts rich
fertility to the soil. Even sheep and goats are grown as large herds by farmers. They are used to stop them for
days in the farm during summers. The litter droppings of the sheep staying in the farm add a lot to the soil
fertility. Animals are quite a part of our education. In science-related subjects and courses, we use animal
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specimens, live or even dead animals to study their body function and structure to understand better and gain
knowledge. Also one can understand their own body physiology when comparing with animal physiology.
Routinely we use animals like insects, amphibians, earthworms, rodents, reptiles to study. Any new medicine
discovered is taken for pre-clinical studies before testing on man. Here the animal testing is done on animal
cells, tissues, organs or whole organism. This helps them to evaluate actual effects of drugs. This way the
toxic drug effects, mechanism of action, side effects, maximum tolerable dose, etc. Smaller animals especially
rodents like rats, mice, rabbits, guinea pigs are used for the purpose. For this, there are some stringent rules to
be observed by the researchers to minimize the animal suffering. Big animals are mostly prohibited for use as
they induce much waste and are also ethically debated a lot. By much waste, it means the use of one dog can
create equal waste of using 50 rats. So now you can guess whyâ€¦? Animals like horses, mice are used for the
production of essential medicines. Horses are used to produce snake anti-venom which can rescue the life of
human when there is a snake bite. Similarly, mice are used to produce a variety of monoclonal anti-body
production. In horses, snake poison is injected into horses. The body of horse produces anti-venom which can
counter the snake poison. After few days of injection, the horse blood is collected for isolation of anti-venom.
Because of the advantages mentioned above, we humans need to strive for animal welfare.
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Chapter 7 : Now that's teamwork | 8 animals helping humans save the planet | MNN - Mother Nature Netwo
Studies suggest pets help you get to know people, spark friendships, and build your support network. "Dogs and babies
are the things that connect strangers together.

How Animals Help People It is well known that animals help people in a number of different ways. People
who would otherwise be lonely but who share their lives with a dog or a cat often suffer far less from illness
than those who do not have an animal to talk to, play with or sit with. Stroking a cat can help reduce blood
pressure. Talking to a budgerigar can help stave off depression. Watching goldfish swimming around a tank
can ease anxiety. And walking the dog can help ease aching joints and improve cardiovascular fitness. But
here are some other examples of how compassionate, thoughtful, imaginative and caring animals can and do
help people. In their excellent book When Elephants Weep Jeffrey Masson and Susan McCarthy report how a
man called John Teal, who was working with endangered musk oxen, was at first alarmed when some dogs
approached and the musk oxen snorted, stamped and thundered towards him. Before Mr Teal could move to
escape the oxen formed a defensive ring around him and lowered their horns at the dogs. It turned out that the
musk oxen were protecting their new human friend in exactly the same way that they would protect their
calves from predators. The man, who was diabetic had a seizure and collapsed. Dogs can be used to help
diabetic patients by using their keen sense of smell. If she was worried could smell ketones she would paw and
whine at him until he took action to put things right. Dogs have also been trained to detect cancer by smell.
And early studies are showing impressive results. Humans have just 5 million. It is for this reason that dogs
are used to sniff out drugs, explosives and human remains. Some experts now even claim that dogs can be
trained to smell cancer cells in human beings. A biopsy had revealed that the mole which had attracted
attention had been malignant. Dogs have been reported to be sensitive to impending epileptic seizures. No one
knows how they do this but dogs are sensitive to seizures about forty minutes before they occur. Dogs can
therefore be trained to offer early warnings - enabling their owners to take the appropriate precautions for their
safety. Many pets know presumably through some sixth sense such as extra sensory perception that their
owners are going to be in danger. Cat owners have reported that when they are feeling ill their cat will make
much of a fuss of them - purring loudly and rubbing against them when they are feeling unwell. It has
frequently been reported that dogs who are separated from their owners will sense when something terrible has
happened. Author Sandra Collier reports that when a friend was taken seriously ill while on holiday her dogs,
left at home in the care of another friend, began howling in the middle of the night. The dogs howled
continuously. It was later discovered that the dogs had started howling at the moment their owner had fallen
ill. Writer Ernest Thompson Seton got caught in two wolf traps while working in the wilderness. At nightfall,
a pack of hungry wolves gathered around him. The leader began to growl and snap at Seton who was trapped
and helpless. Bingo then dragged a tool to Seton that enabled him to undo the traps and free himself. At home
he had whimpered and acted strangely. Eventually, despite attempts to detain him, he headed into the dark to
find the endangered Seton. One of the swimmers, a lifesaver, tried to escape from the dolphins but was herded
back into the group - just as he noticed a nine foot great white shark swimming towards the group. The
swimmers spent the next 40 minutes surrounded by the dolphins before the shark disappeared and they were
allowed to swim back to shore. The dolphins had sensed the danger to the human swimmers and had taken
action to protect them, just as they would protect their young. Later, two of the dolphins were butchered by
poachers. Animals have been known to give food to hungry humans. Koko, the gorilla who learned to
communicate with humans through sign language, gave medical advice to a human woman who complained
of indigestion. Koko told the woman to drink orange juice. When the human revisited ten days later and
offered Koko a drink of orange juice, Koko would not accept the drink until assured that the woman felt better.
The baby was choking on mucus and had stopped breathing.
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For some active people, that includes playing ball or Frisbee in the park. For others who can't get outside, just petting
your dog can help you feel connected. Pets can help you in other ways, too.

The international assistance animal community has categorized three types of assistance animals: Access[ edit
] Despite regulations or rules that deny access to animals in restaurants and other public places, in many
countries, guide dogs , other types of assistance dogs, and in cases miniature horses, [4] are protected by law,
and therefore may accompany their handlers in most places that are open to the public. Laws and regulations
vary worldwide: In the United States , the Americans with Disabilities Act of prohibits any business,
government agency, or other organization that provides access to the general public from barring guide dogs.
However, religious organizations are not required to provide such access. Current federal regulations define
"service animal" for ADA purposes to exclude all species of animals other than domestic dogs and miniature
horses. A service animal is a dog that is individually trained to do work or perform tasks for a person with a
disability. Generally, title II and title III entities must permit service animals to accompany people with
disabilities in all areas where members of the public are allowed to go. Miniature horses generally range in
height from 24 inches to 34 inches measured to the shoulders and generally weigh between 70 and pounds.
Entities covered by the ADA must modify their policies to permit miniature horses where reasonable. The
regulations set out four assessment factors to assist entities in determining whether miniature horses can be
accommodated in their facility. In more tourist-heavy areas, guide dogs are generally welcomed without
problems. In Brazil , however, a federal decree [10] requires allowance of guide dogs in all public and open to
public places. In Europe , the situation varies by location. Some countries have laws that govern the entire
country and sometimes the decision is left up to the respective regions. In Australia , the Disability
Discrimination Act protects all assistance dog handlers. Current laws may not ensure that assistance dog users
can always have their service animals present in all situations. Each state and territory has its own laws, which
mainly pertain to guide dogs. Queensland has introduced the Guide Hearing and Assistance Dog Act [11] that
covers all certified assistance dogs. In Canada , guide dogs along with other service animals are allowed
anywhere that the general public is allowed, as long as the owner is in control of them. Violators are fined for
no more than 2 million won. Overall view of a service animal[ edit ] Service animals can be of many species
and come in many sizes. Dogs, cats, dolphins, miniature horses, monkeys, ducks, ferrets, and parrots have all
been trained to perform specific duties of a service animal, though the type of animal that may be registered as
a "service animal" may vary depending on legal definitions. A guide animal is an animal specifically trained to
assist visually impaired persons to navigate in public. These animals may be trained to open doors, recognize
traffic signals, guide their owners safely across public streets, and navigate through crowds of people. A
mobility animal may perform similar services for a person with physical disabilities, as well as assisting with
balance or falling issues. Hearing animals are trained to assist hearing-impaired or deaf persons. These animals
may be trained to respond to doorbells or a ringing phone or to tug their owners toward a person who is
speaking to them. Psychiatric animals can be trained to provide deep-pressure therapy by lying on top of a
person who may be suffering from PTSD flashbacks , overstimulation, or acute anxiety. Similarly, autism
dogs have been recently introduced to recognize and respond to the needs of people with autism spectrum
disorder ; some persons with ASD state that they are more comfortable interacting with animals than with
human caregivers due to issues regarding eye contact, touch, and socialization. The animals also provide
important companionship and emotional support for owners who might otherwise be isolated due to disability.
It is important to note, however, that providing "important companionship and emotional support for owners"
is not a task that would qualify an animal as a service animal. In the US, it is illegal to bring an animal to
non-pet friendly places simply because it provides companionship or emotional support. Additionally, saying
your animal is a service animal for such reasons is illegal. Animals for individual assistance[ edit ] Many
service animals may be trained to perform tasks to help their disabled partners live independent lives. Seizure
sensing dogs, trained to sense epileptic seizures in their partner. Dogs can support a litany of both physical and
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mental disabilities. Capuchin monkeys , which can be trained to perform manual tasks such as grasping items,
operating knobs and switches, and turning the pages of a book. There are two main registering organizations.
Miniature horses may be chosen by people whose religion considers dogs to be unclean or who have serious
allergies to dogs , as well as phobias. Miniature horses have average lifespans of 30â€”40 years longer than
those of both service dogs and monkeys and take 6 months to a year of training, done only by professional
trainers. A helper monkey is a type of assistance animal, similar to an assistance dog , that is specially trained
to help people with quadriplegia , severe spinal cord injuries, or other mobility impairments. Helper monkeys
are usually trained in schools by private organizations, taking 7 years to train, and are able to serve 25â€”30
years two to three times longer than a guide dog. A service monkey washing itself In , the U. Non-human
primates are no longer recognized as service animals under the ADA.
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Animals also help people by performing jobs such as sniffing for bombs and drugs, serving as seeing eye dogs, or
hearing dogs, making us feel more secure in our homes knowing there is an animal with exceptional hearing nearby that
hears things that you might not and can alert you.

It is really amazing how intuitive animals can be. If you are interested, you can find them here: I have 3 dogs,
2 cats and a parrot. I lost a sweet baby not that long ago. My 7 year old Pekingnese. I love small dogs
especially. They show they love you every day. ShelbyLinMarie 4 years ago I volunteered for the Humane
Society of Genesee County for seven years and one of the activities that I lead was to take older dogs or
puppies and kittens to a local retirement home. The residents lined up outside of the door every month for the
chance to interact with those sweet furry friends. I have never in my life been without fur kids and I never
want to be. This is a great lens. This was a great article. And good job to you for donations all going towards
an animal shelter! This is an inspiring lens. Thanks for stopping by and sharing your story! The few times in
between were horrifically quiet. Our adopted children have given us far more than we were ever able to give
them in return. RinchenChodron I think all elder care centers need pets for their people. My animals make me
feel better every day. People love on the dogs and forget their worries for a short while. What a great
retirement plan. I hope you get to do it. My retirement dream is to train therapy dogs who can help people in
need. Thanks for a great article. And I love the picture of the pigs! I love my dog!! We have 10 cats and 5
dogs and they bring us a lot of happiness They are all nearly rescued animals which needed a home. I would
say though, that having a cat and a dog is great therapy! Taking the dog out for a walk is also good for ones
own health and cats are very good at comforting you when they curl up on your lap and purr. Will have at least
one cat in my life forever. They keep us smiling You opened my eyes on this subject. To think that horses
could have such a profound effect on a human with a mental disorder is incredible. JeffGilbert what a great
lens So sorry you lost your dog last year, it sounds like she was a wonderful friend to you. Although I had to
put my beloved dog to sleep last year she helped me through serious bad times. Pets have a power over you. I
find that elderly people with pets find companionship and a reason to smile
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